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Summary
Full-waveform inversion (FWI) promises high-resolution estimates of the subsurface model properties. Its
computational cost remains an obstacle in practical applications, and research is active in developing
efficient FWI implementations. We describe an efficient frequency-ray parameter (f-p) domain FWI
equipped with linear phase-encoding in this paper. A slant update strategy with varied ray parameters is
proposed to further reduce the computation burden. The proposed strategies can reduce the computation
burden significantly but also unfortunately introduce strong cross-talk artifacts. We demonstrate that a
partial overlap-frequency strategy is important to suppress these cross-talk artifacts. The frequency-ray
parameter domain FWI is implemented with different optimization methods. The f-p domain FWI is then
enacted on a Marmousi-II model to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the combined
strategies on reconstructing the velocity model.

Introduction
Full-waveform inversion (FWI) is becoming increasingly popular for building velocity models in oil and gas
exploration (Lailly, 1983; Tarantola, 1984; Virieux and Operto, 2009). It promises high-resolution estimates
of the model parameters, but this comes at high computational cost. Aiming at reducing the computational
cost for FWI, an efficient frequency-ray parameter (f-p) domain FWI with a slant update strategy is
developed in this research.
One popular approach for reducing the computational cost of FWI is to employ the phase-encoding
technique, which involves the formation of super-gathers from summation of individual shots. Simulation of
simultaneous sources can reduce computational cost significantly but at the expense of introducing crosstalk artifacts. Linear phase-encoding strategy is performed by applying linear phase shifts at the source
locations and transforming the shot gathers into plane-wave gathers with different ray parameters. In
traditional linear-phase encoding (TLPE) method, the cross-talk artifacts are mitigated by stacking a set of
ray parameters at each iteration. Because the number of ray parameter gathers is much smaller than the
number of common shot gathers in shot-profile (SP) method, the computational cost can be significantly
reduced. In this paper, to reduce the computational cost further, we develop a slant update (SU) strategy
with linear-phase encoding, in which the gradient is constructed with single ray parameter but the ray
parameter varies sequentially or randomly at each iteration.
The gradient-based methods suffer from slow local convergence rate. The Newton-type methods provide
quadratic convergence rate but are extremely expensive (Pratt et al., 1998; Pan et al., 2014b, 2015b). The
Hessian-free optimization methods employ second-order adjoint-state formulas to compute the Hessianvector products instead of calculating the Hessian explicitly (Nash, 1985; Pan et al., 2016). In this
research, a preconditioned Hessian-free Gauss-Newton (PHFGN) method is also implemented by
constructing the gradient and Hessian with the linear phase-encoding. The limited-memory BFGS (l-BFGS)
method stores the changes of the gradient and model from a limited number of previous iterations and
uses the stored information to implicitly form an inverse of the approximated Hessian.

Forward modelling in the f-p domain
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The linear phase-encoding is performed by applying linear phase shifts (or time delays in the time domain)
at densely distributed sources. A common-receiver gather can be transformed into ray parameter supergather from a line source wavefield, which is known as   p transform:

u(xr , p,  )= u(xr , x s ,  )exp(i p(x s  x0s )),

(1)

xs

where x r and x s indicate the locations of receivers and sources. x 0s is the location of the initial source.
The synthetic ray parameter gather in frequency domain is generated with a line source by applying phase
shifts at the source locations. Thus, the corresponding wave equation is given as:

L(x, )u(x, p,  )=- f s ( ) (x-x s )exp(i p(x s  xˆ s )),

(2)

xs

The solution of equation (2) with a line source can be written as:

u(x, p,  )= f s ( )G(x, x s ,  )exp(i p(x s  xˆ s )).

(3)

xs

In this research, the linear equations are solved with a direct solver based on multi-frontal Lower Upper
(LU) decomposition, which is efficient for a multi-source problem with forward and backward substitutions.

Slant update strategy with linear phase-encoding
The simultaneous source method was first proposed in pre-stack depth migration for addressing the
obstacle of high computational cost. The linear phase-encoding strategy is performed by decomposing the
densely seismic data into plane-wave domain and choosing a set of ray parameters for modelling,
migration and inversion. With the adjoint-state method, the gradient can be constructed by cross-correlating
the forward modelled wavefield and backpropagated data residual wavefield (Pratt et al., 1998; Pan et al.,
2015a, 2015b):

g(x, p)= ( 2 f s ( )G(x, x s ,  )G(x, x r ,  )d* (x r , x's ,  )A2 ( )exp(i p(x s  x's ))),


xs

xr

(4)

x's

In traditional linear-phase encoding strategy, the gradient is constructed by stacking sufficient ray
parameters from mitigating the cross-talk artifacts:

g(x)= ( 2 f s ( )G(x, x s ,  )G(x, x r ,  )d* (x r , x's ,  )A2 ( )exp(ip (x s  x's ))),
p



xs

xr

(5)

x's

In shot-profile (SP) method, number of 2  N s  N f forward modelling problems are required for gradient
calculation, which is proportional to the number of sources N s . Because the number of ray parameters

N p is far smaller than the number of sources, the computational burden at each iteration in TLPE method is
greatly reduced. In this research, for reducing the computational burden further, we develop a slant update
(SU) strategy, in which the slant gradient with single ray parameter (equation (4)) is used to update the
model instead of the phase-encoded gradient with stacking ray parameters (equation (5)). Thus, number of
N f forward modelling problems are required for gradient construction at each non-linear iteration.

Examples
The Marmousi-II model has 244 X 681 grid cells with a grid interval of 10 m in both horizontal and vertical
directions. Figures 1a and 1b show the true Marmousi-II P-wave velocity model and initial P-wave velocity
model respectively. The initial velocity model is obtained by smoothing the true model with a Gaussian
function.
We perform two different frequency selection strategies for comparison with l-BFGS optimization method,
which are mono-frequeny and partial overlap-frequency strategies. For the SU strategy, we compare two
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different ray parameter selections. The random SU is implemented by randomly selecting the ray
parameter in the range of [-0.05 s/km, 0.05 s/km] at each iteration. While for the sequential SU, the ray
parameter is sequentially changed from -0.05 s/km to 0.05 s/km.

Figure 1. (a) True P-wave velocity model; (b) Initial P-wave velocity model.
We obtain the inversion results by slant update strategy with fixed ray parameters p=-0.01 s/km and p=0.03 s/km, as shown in Figures 2a and 2b respectively. The inversion results with one fixed ray parameters
for all iterations are contaminated by artifacts seriously and the main geological structures of the model are
obscure. Figures 2c and 2e show the inversion results by random and sequential SU with mono-frequency
strategy. Even though, the inversion results become much better, they are still contaminated by strong
cross-talk artifacts. We next carry out the partial overlap-frequency strategy for inversion. Figures 2d and 2f
show the inversion results by random and sequential SU with partial overlap-frequency strategy. Compared
to Figures 2c and 2e, it can be observed that the artifacts have been suppressed effectively and the
inversion results have been improved significantly, which demonstrate the importance of inverting multiple
frequencies simultaneously for slant update strategy.
Figures 3a and 3c show the inverted velocity models by mono-frequency TLPE method with Np=7 and
Np=11 respectively. As we can see, compared to Figures 2c and 2e, the inversion results have been
improved obviously by stacking ray parameters at each iteration with mono-frequency strategy. Figures 3b,
3d and 3f are the inverted models using TLPH (Np=7), TLPH (Np=11) and SP methods with partial overlapfrequency strategy, which are better than those obtained with mono-frequency strategy. We also note that
with partial overlap-frequency strategy, SU methods can get inversion results comparable to those by TLPE
and SP methods.

Figure 2. (a) Mono-frequency slant update with p=-0.01 s/km; (b) Mono-frequency slant update with p=0.03 s/km; (c) Mono-frequency random slant update; (d) Partial overlap-frequency random slant update; (e)
Mono-frequency sequential slant update; (f) Partial overlap-frequency sequential slant update.
Figure 4 show the RLSE vs. Number of forward modelling problems solved for different encoding methods
with partial overlap-frequency strategy. Figure 4b gives the enlarged view of Figure 4a. It is observed that
to obtain comparable quality inversion results, sequential SU strategy reconstructs the velocity model most
efficiently compared to TLPE and SP methods. It is verified that the proposed strategies can reconstruct the
velocity model well with reducing the computational burden considerably.
We also obtain the inversion results in f-p domain with different optimization methods including SD, NCG,
and preconditioned Hessian-free Gauss-Newton methods, as shown in Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c. Figures 6a
and 6b show the convergence rate and RLSE vs. Number of forward modelling problems solved by
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different optimization methods. As we see, the PHFGN method gives fastest convergence rate while lBFGS can reconstruct the velocity model most efficiently.

Figure 3. (a) Mono-frequency TLPE with Np=7; (b) Partial overlap-frequency TLPE with Np=7; (c) Monofrequency TLPE with Np=11; (d) Partial overlap-frequency TLPE with Np=11; (e) Mono-frequency SP; (f)
Partial overlap-frequency SP.

Figure 4. RLSE vs. Number of forward modelling problems solved. (b) is enlarged view of (a).

Figure 5. Inversion results by SD,
NCG and PHFGN methods
respectively.

Figure 6. Convergence rate (a) and RLSE vs.
Number of forward modelling problems solved (b).

Conclusions
In this paper, employing a linear phase-encoding technique, we develop an efficient frequency-ray
parameter (f-p) domain FWI with slant update strategy for reducing the computational burden. The gradient
constructed with single ray parameter is used to update the model at each iteration but the ray parameter
varies as iteration proceeds. The numerical examples are illustrated to show that the slant update strategy
can obtain comparable quality inversion results with reducing the computational burden significantly in
comparison with traditional methods. We also illustrate with numerical examples that a preconditioned
Hessian-free Gauss-Newton method provides fastest convergence rate while the l-BFGS method can
reconstruct the velocity model most efficiently.
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